RapidLED PAR38 Installation Tips

Installation:

The PAR38 bulb will screw directly into any E26 or E27 light socket. An E26 light socket is a traditional light socket found in the US, while an E27 light socket is traditionally found in Europe and other parts of the world. When installing, make sure the light socket does not have a cover or lamp shade on it. The lamp shade will prevent heat created by the PAR38 from escaping properly and can lead to a shortened lifespan.

Example of a good light socket:
Example of a bad light socket:

Dimming:

The PAR38 bulb can be dimmed via a TRIAC dimmer, which is your standard wall or “slider” dimmer. Some recommended brands are Lutron and Leviton, and both can be found at any Home Depot or Lowe’s store. Shown below is a standard Lutron wall and lamp dimmer that would work: